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Most squash coaches: 
�  Use a “technique-based, closed drill” approach to 

coaching their players. 

Examples: 

�  “Today we are going to work on our forehand 
drops” 

�  “Today we are going to do “boast-drop-drive” 

 



Most squash coaches: 
�  Are unsystematic in their approach to teaching 

tactics – they have no “system” or planned 
approach. 

�  Only teach tactics through unplanned match 
feedback. 

�  Give feedback to their players based on their 
subjective beliefs about how squash should be 
played. 

�  This is often based on “how they play(ed) or were 
coached. 



Problems 

�  Problem #1:  squash is an “open” sport, where a 
decision must be made on EVERY shot – players 
trained with mostly closed drills tend not to be 
good decision makers – they have to learn the “hard 
way” and “learn through experience”. 

�  Problem #2:  cooperative, two-person closed drills 
often involve hitting to a “bad” tactical target (i.e., 
back to the person) 

�  Problem #3: There is no “perfect squash stroke” – 
the squash stroke needs to be adapted to the 
specifics/ demands of  each situation (e.g., shorter 
swing when ball comes fast or very low) 



Decision Training  
Research Support 



Open Skill Process 
�  Squash is an “open” sport where the player goes 

through 4 steps every time they hit the ball: 

1.  Perception 

2.  Decision 

3.  Action 

4.  Feedback 

 

 



Closed Skill Process 
�  The Closed Skill process involves only two of  the 

four Open Skill process steps (closed sports are 
high jumping or gymnastics): 

3.  Action 

4.  Feedback 

In closed technical drills players do NOT have to 
perceive the situation and make a decision – their 
choice of  shots is preplanned (e.g., boast-drive). 

 



Solutions 
Solution to the “closed” drill problem:  train players 
systematically using “tactical” drills and games. 

Scientific Research support: 
�  Decision-training (Vickers, 2007) 

�  Games Approach (Griffin, Mitchell, & Oswin, 2012). 

Practical Support: 
�  Squash Canada “Action Method” (since 1987) 

�  Tennis Canada “Method des Actions” (world rankings) 

�  Bolletieri’s “System 5 Zone Model” (1992?) 

 



Published Squash Tactics? 
�  Most squash books & videos contain very little 

systematic squash tactical information:  Hunt’s 
(1976) “rules” being one exception; Way’s ‘Power 
Squash” is another. 

�  Most information is in the form of  articles (e.g., 
squash magazines) or Conference presentations so 
is not readily accessible by the average coach. 



Use of  Models 
�  Models can be used to help explain complex 

processes (e.g., decision-making in squash) 

�  Models can be used to simplify complex processes 
to make understanding easier  

�  Models can be used to help guide practical choices 



Tactical Squash Models 
There are two tactical models (unpublished, Bacon, 
2014) that have been developed and can be used to 
help simplify squash decision-making and act as a 
systematic guide to teaching tactics to squash 
players: 

�  System 3 Zone Model of  Squash 

�  Egg Model of  Squash Tactics 



System 3 Zone Model 
�  The first and most important factor determining a 

players tactical choice of  shot is their location in 
one of  three zones on the court: back-court, front-
court, mid-court. 

�  The second major factor determining tactical 
choices is the difficulty of  the ball the player is 
playing – three possibilities:  difficult, medium, 
easy. 



�  The combination of  these two factors determines 
the “tactical objective” or “phase” that a player will 
choose:  defend, rally, attack. 

�  The actual choice of  shot will depend on the 
specifics of  the situation possibly including: 

�  Specifics of  the ball (height, speed, etc.) 

�  Strengths of  the player (physical & technical) 

�  Strengths of  the opponent  

�  Recent shot choices (i.e., anticipation, deception) 

�  The player’s ability to cover a poorly executed shot 

�  Time in the game or match 

�  Overall game plan 

�  Mental Toughness 



In general, against a play of  
similar or higher ability: 

�  Back-court:  rally or defend against medium or 
difficult balls 

�  Mid-Court:  attack easy balls 

�  Front-Court:  defend or attack (no rally) against 
difficult or easy balls 



The Egg Model of  Squash 
Tactics (Parker & Provencal, 1992) 

�  The starting point for this model is to imagine a 
large egg being placed inside a squash court – this 
creates three zones where the squash ball could be 
played from:  outside the egg, the yolk, and the 
“egg white”.  

�  “Distance from the “T” would be another way of  
thinking about the Egg Model:  
�  yolk – player on the “T” 

�  outside the egg – player far from the “T” 

�  egg white – player several steps off  the “T” 



�  In addition to the location of  where the ball will be played 
with reference to the Egg, the actual difficulty of  the ball 
received needs to be considered:  difficult, medium, easy. 

�  The combination of  these two factors will determine the 
tactical objective or phase a player will choose:  defence, rally, 
attack. 

�  The actual choice of  shot will depend on the specifics of  the 
situation possibly including: 

�  Specifics of  the ball (height, speed, etc.) 

�  Strengths of  the player (physical & technical) 
�  Strengths of  the opponent  
�  Recent shot choices (i.e., anticipation, deception) 

�  The player’s ability to cover a poorly executed shot 
�  Time in the game or match 
�  Overall game plan 

�  Mental Toughness 



In general, against a play of  
similar or higher ability: 

�  Outside the egg:  defend against difficult balls (or 
counter-attack to win point) 

�  In the yolk:  attack easy balls 

�  In the Egg White:  rally against medium difficulty 
balls 



Implementing Squash 
Tactical Models 

�  How exactly to use tactical models to coach squash 
depends heavily on the coaching context:  private 
lesson, group lesson, or 4-year plan for a top junior 
player? 

�  In general, the first step is to develop a hierarchy 
(list in priority order) of  tactical situations needs to 
be developed for each of  the three zones. 

�  This hierarchy could be ordered according to 
importance, frequency, or individual needs of  a 
player or team. 



Developing a Hierarchy 
Example 

�  List the most common tactical situations a player 
might face in the front court (or outside the Egg in 
the front): 

�  Defending against a tight straight drop on the right. 
�  Attacking a loose straight drop on the right. 
�  ? 

�  ? 
�  ? 



Zone Model Hierarchy 

Shots 

Phase 

Zone 
Squash Tactics 

Front 

Attack 

Drop Drive Sur[rise 

Defend 

Lob Drop 

Mid 

Attack 

Drop Boast Drive 

Back 

Rally   

Drive 

Defend 

Boast Lob 



Front Court Situations 



Supporting Your Model: 
Notational Analysis 

One necessary step to support the use of  your squash 
tactical model is to perform a notational analysis of  one or 
many “average” squash matches pertinent (same level or 
the next desired level) to your player or team in order to 
support your recommended “tactical choices”. 

A thorough notational analysis involves “tagging” (noting) 
every shot in a videotaped match and coding each shot 
according to the tactical situation (e.g., zone, ball difficulty, 
phase, shot) 

Until recently this needed to be  done with expensive 
software like Gamebreaker, Focus X2, or Dartfish – now it 
can be done with smartphone apps like Dartfish EasyTag. 

 



iApps 
�  Dartfish EasyTag (no saved video clips) 

�  Singlulis Pro (no statistical data – only clips) 

�  Focus X2i (clips and data) 



What to observe? 
�  Decide what to observe (obviously should be 

tactics-related) 

�  Construct a “tagging panel” (press a ‘button” when 
you see something you want to record or note) 

�  Display your data – by zone, phase, situation (BH 
backcourt difficult balls)  

�  Calculate any “statistics” 



Tactics Pedagogy 
�  Action Method (Tennis Canada & Squash Canada) 

�  Decision Training (Vickers, 2007) 

�  Games Approach (Griffin et al., 2012) 



Action Method 
�  Start with a “tactical situation” (e.g., responding to 

a drop in front left – at least two response choices) 

1.  Evaluate players in game situation 

2.  Train the perception 

3.  Train the decision 

4.  Train the first technique 

5.  Train the second technique 

6.  Alternate techniques 

7.  Randomize techniques 

8.  Evaluate players in game situation (improvement?) 



Decision Training 
�  7 Decision Training Tools: 

1.  Variable practice 

2.  Random practice 

3.  Bandwidth feedback 

4.  Questioning 

5.  Video feedback 

6.  “Hard first” Tactical Instruction 

7.  Modeling (demo or video) 

 



Games Approach 
�  Start with a “conditioned game” 

1.  Shaping play (rules, #s, size, scoring) 

2.  Focusing play (“freeze” replay & questioning) 

3.  Enhancing play (challenges, handicapping, 
feedback) 



Other Pedagogy 
�  Evaluate the skill to be taught in a game situation 

first….and last 

�  Train the shot before and the shot after 

�  Train the entire shot cycle (Bacon & Ramsay, 2006) 

�  Use a four year plan (juniors & college) 

�  Accommodate individual differences (style of  play, 
maturity, fitness, “squash intelligence” 



References 
�  Squash Canada Level 3 Coaching Manual 

�  Tennis Canada (ITF) Coaching Manuals 

�  Decision Training (Vickers, 2007) 

�  Games Approach (Griffin et al., 2012) 

�  Squash Science Blog & YouTube 

�  AceCoach.com (tennis but great) 



Let’s Go Do It! 


